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3.  Types of EXPONENTS for the terms of morphological categories 
 

                                                       
                                                        http://www.exponententertainment.com/images/exponent_enter_logo.jpg 
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First some elementary terminology:  
  
To describe morphological systems we need to be able to refer to 
 
(i) morphological CATEGORIES:  based on contrasts of form, coupled with contrasts 

of meaning, expressed at word-level and forming paradigmatic systems; 
 
(ii) the TERMS (elsewhere sometimes called PROPERTIES or FEATURES) realising theses 

categories (minimally two, or else there would be no contrast); 
 
(iii) the EXPONENTS expressing terms (or combinations of terms, if these share an 

exponent); 
 
(iv) the DOMAINS for exponents, terms, categories:  the word classes or individual 

words marked for categories/terms or carrying an exponent. 
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To illustrate: 
 

English recognises the morphological category of NUMBER, 
 
for the domain that includes count nouns, personal pronouns, and demonstrative 
pronouns;   
 
there are two terms realising number, namely SINGULAR and PLURAL (for the same 
domain as that of the category as such);   
 
the exponent for singular is zero (or in other words:  the basic form of words marked for 
number is singular), while plural is expressed by a variety of alternative exponents (to be 
examined next week under the rubric of ALLOMORPHY).  
 
Today’s class is about types of exponents.   
 
(All titles on the reading list have something to say on this topic;  so, do some 
supplementary reading.) 
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1. Null/Zero (symbolised by “Ø”) 
There is something there, structurally, but it is inaudible:  the presence of nothing, which 
isn’t the same thing as the absence of something.  (Think about this difference.) 

 
 

examples: 
 several aircraft/sheep were shot down (PLURAL), 

  a hammer – to hammer (VERBALISATION of noun),  
to buy – a buy (NOMINALISATION of verb), 

  put – put – put (basic verb form – PAST – RESULTATIVE PARTICIPLE) 
 

How is the recognition of zero exponents motivated?  (assuming it is not always a 
fanciful and gratuitous assumption of imaginative morphologists:  sometimes it is) 
 

– minimally by non-zero exponents for the same meanings with lexemes of the 
same kind.  
  
 
Find such motivation in the cases above. 
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Also, the existence of a morphological contrast for the bases concerned needs to be 
justified in the first place.   
 
Thus, e.g., the English verb PUT really does have a basic form (put), a PAST form 
(put), and a PARTICIPLE form (put):  it isn’t defective and simply lacks any of these 
(e.g., I have put you on the list, with have requiring a participle of the verb following 
it).   
 
By contrast, the verb BEWARE is defective:  it only has a basic form (serving as 
imperative and infinitive) and lacks all further inflections (She *bewares/*bewared/ 
*has bewared of the dog).  (Similarly German erkoren ‘chosen’:  this verb only has a 
participle, perhaps a preterite, erkor, but no other inflections.)  
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2. Addition of segments to the base  
 (Concatenation of the base with further segments:  hence the term “Concatenative 
 Morphology”) 
  

a. Affixation 
Suf-, Pre-, In-, Circum-fixation:  depending on the order of an affix relative to 
the base. 
 

Suffixes, prefixes, and circumfixes can be summarily referred to as “adfixes”, as 
distinct from infixes.   
 
 

Suffixes and prefixes are so common, especially in languages we tend to be 
familiar with, as to need no illustration.   
 
Suffixes are by far the most common kind of affixes worldwide.   
(Arguably they are the easiest to process and historically to create:  but this is for 
Morphology II or III to explain.)   
Only a few families, strangely, appear to prefer prefixes over suffixes,  
most notably Athabaskan. 
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Infixes are crosslinguistically rarer:  many or indeed most languages lack them 
entirely 
 

 

Engl.  a-n-d (cf. add), messe-n-ger (cf. message) – not good cases;  
abso-bloomin’-lutely — also dubious instance of infixation:   
bloomin’ is not an affix but a word (even though such examples are sometimes 
referred to as “expletive infixation” in the theoretical literature). 
 
Philippine languages (a subgroup of Austronesian) are among those especially 
fond of infixes; 
consult a grammar of, say, Tagalog – or remember Tagalog Backwards: 
kain 'eat', k-um-ain 'ate', k-ak-ain 'will eat';   
 

English definitely isn’t.   
(Homer Simpson likes his infix -ma-, though: saxo-ma-phone, secre-ma-tary ...) 
 

Latin (Italic, Indo-European) has infixation of -N- (realised as /n, m, ŋ/, 
depending on place of articulation of following consonant) for a subset of its 
verbs for forming PRESENT stems.  
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Latin (Italic, Indo-European) 
 

PRESENT  PERFECT 
 

fu-n-d-o: 'ich gieße' fu:d-i: 'ich habe gegossen' 
vi-N-k-o: 'ich siege' vi:k-i: 'ich habe gesiegt' 

li-N-kw-o: 'ich verlasse' li:kw-i: 'ich habe verlassen' 

fra-N-g-o: 'ich breche' fre:g-i: 'ich habe gebrochen' 
ru-m-p-o: 'ich breche' ru:p-i: 'ich habe gebrochen' 
ak-ku-m-b-o:  'ich lege mich hin' ak-ku:b-u-i:  'ich habe mich h.' 
   (extra Perfect suffix -u/-v)  
pi-N-g-o: 'ich male' pi-N-k-s-i: 'ich habe gemalt' 
   (nasal infix also in Perfect!) 
   (extra Perfect suffix -s)  
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With verbs like the following, -N actually comes after the stem;   
here it is a suffix, not an infix: 
 

si-n-o: 'ich lasse' si:-v-i: 'ich habe gelassen' 
li-n-o: 'ich beschmiere' le:-v-i: 'ich habe beschmiert' 
ker-n-o: 'ich trenne' kre:-v-i: 'ich habe getrennt' 
sper-n-o: 'ich verachte' spre:-v-i: 'ich habe verachtet' 
ster-n-o: 'ich streue' stre:-v-i: 'ich habe gestreut' 
(kon-)tem-n-o:  'ich verachte' tem+p-s-i: 'ich habe verachtet' 
pell-o: 'ich vertreibe' pe-pul-i: 'ich habe vertrieben'  
(< pel-n-o:)   (additionally: reduplication) 
 
 
Can you account for -N(-) alternatively being an infix and a suffix?  
How do the two sets of verbs differ?  Hint:  How do their stems end? 
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Historically speaking (and perhaps also synchronically, depending on the 
abstractness of one’s analysis), infixes always originate as adfixes: 
infixes typically come about for phonological reasons, esp. through metathesis. 
So, perhaps there are no infixes as morphological entities;  they may be 
prefixes or suffixes which the phonology has dislocated.   
  
(See extra text on “Infixation”.) 
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Circumfixes (sometimes also called “confixes”): 
 

ge-such-t, Ge-birg-e — circumfixes for RESULTATIVE PARTICIPLE, COLLECTIVE: 
one part can’t occur without the other – at any rate with a given base;   
 

with other bases one part may be overtly missing:   
e.g., (er hat mich) (*ge-)blamier-t, Ge-äst(*-e) 
I would argue the ge- and -e are really there, morphologically speaking; 
it is the phonology that suppresses their pronunciation: 
ge- needs an immediately following stressed syllable to be pronounced; 
-e prefers a voiced consonant preceding it, but even when it is not pronounced, it 
causes Umlaut on the stem vowel.
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A further (at best rare) subtype of adfix is what has sometimes been called 
“ambifix”:  adfixes which alternatively occur as a suffix or a prefix. 
 

For example, the English causative adfix en, which turns adjectives into verbs 
meaning ‘cause to become (more) ADJ’, can be a suffix (e.g., wide-en) or a 
prefix (en-large).   
Still, with any given base, it will either be one or the other;  it can’t alternatively 
be both (*en-wide, *large-en).  
 
What kind of fixes are en- and -en in en-light-en?   
I would say en-...-en is a circumfix, because in order to form this verb, meaning 
'erleuchten', from the noun light 'Licht", you need both en- and -en. 
 

There is also the verb light-en, meaning 'erleichtern' and derived from the 
adjective light 'leicht' (homonymous with the noun light 'Licht'):   
obviously -en is a suffix here.    
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Genuine ambifixes would have to be mobile, being able to occur as either a 
suffix or a prefix with a given base.  
  
Convincing examples are very hard to find.  I’m still searching ... 
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A further possible category of affix are “interfixes”, as in German compounds, 
e.g. Schwein-s-braten ‘pork-s-roast’, occurring in between two stems.   
 
They are not infixes, because they don’t occur inside a stem, but rather in 
between the two stems of compounds.   
 

Arguably they are better characterised as suffixes, since they are more closely 
associated with the stem they follow than the one they precede.   
(Even though they are sometimes distinct from the inflectional suffixes of that 
stem:  e.g., Liebe-s-heirat, Achtung-s-erfolg, with feminine nouns such as Liebe 
and Achtung never taking a genitive or other inflectional suffix -s.)  
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b. Reduplication 
Reduplication can be total (entire base copied) or partial (part of the base copied).  
In partial reduplication the “reduplicand” is often CV-:  it can be thought of as a sort 
of abstract affix (often, but not necessarily a prefix), with only the segmental 
skeleton given, and with the base itself providing the concrete material to spell out 
the affix.  Partial reduplication is thus akin to affixation.   
 

 

Example of complete reduplication: 
 

Warlpiri (Pama-Nyungan, Australian):   Plural 
SINGULAR  PLURAL 
kurdu   kurdu-kurdu    'child' 
kamina   kamina-kamina   'girl' 
mardukuja  mardukuja-mardukuja  'woman' 
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Example of partial reduplication: 
 

Latin (Italic, Indo-European):  Perfect of a subclass of verbs 
 

mordére ‘to bite’, mord- is the stem, the reduplicand is the “prefix” CV-,  
spelled out as mo-, hence momord-; 
 

dāre 'to give', stem d-, -a theme vowel, -re infinitive suffix, 
1st person singular indicative perfect active  de-d-i:  
the stem only consists of a consonant, d-, the reduplicand CV- is spelled out  
as de-, with the neutral/default vowel e). 
 
[More on Latin reduplication in a separate file.] 
 
A good starting point for learning more about reduplication – and there is a 
great variety of it, not nearly exhausted here – is the Graz Database on 
Reduplication:   
http://reduplication.uni-graz.at/ 
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INFINITIVE 1ST PERSON SINGULAR INDICATIVE ACTIVE   
 PRESENT     PERFECT 

mordére  mordeó     momordí    
‘beissen’ ‘ich beisse’    ‘ich habe gebissen’ 
 

pendere  pendó     pependí    ‘hängen’  
kadere  kadó     kekidí     ‘fallen’ 
emere  emó      émí     ‘kaufen’ 
kanere  kanó     kekiní    ‘singen’ 
kurrere  kurró     kukurrí   ‘laufen’ 
skindere  skindó     skikidí    ‘spalten’ 
tangere  tangó     tetigí   ‘berühren’ 
parkere  parkó     peperkí    ‘schonen’ 
fallere  falló     fefellí    ‘betrügen’ 
poskere  poskó     poposkí   ‘verlangen’ 
stáre  stó      stetí    ‘stehen’ 
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In English there is only full word repetition (for INTENSIFICATION),  
which is syntax rather than morphology: 
i.e., duplication at the phrase-, not the word-level:  e.g., very very old  
 
 

 
Also to be distinguished from reduplication is prefix iteration, 
as in German ur-ur-alt, also marginally seen in English re-re-read,  
pre-pre-wash, ex-ex-ex-husband:   
 

this is not reduplication in a strict sense either, since what is duplicated here is 
not the base of the word. 
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from 
WALS 
(= World Atlas of Language Structures,  online:  http://wals.info/)
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3. Reduction (or truncation, sometimes also called “disfixation”) of the base 
 

Reductive morphology is vastly less common than additive morphology. 
 
Typically, the omitted and/or left-over parts with this type of morphological 
exponence are defined phonologically – being segments, rhymes, syllables, moras.  

 
The most familiar manifestation a shortenings of the base to a maximal syllable: 
e.g., Engl [re]frige[rator], Germ Stud[ent]-i and other such word doublets for 
purposes of familiar, informal communication – rather than to express clear 
contrasts of straightforward morphological categories. 
 

[More on this in two weeks, Phonology–Morphology interactions.] 
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Examples such as the following from English have also been analysed as falling 
under the rubric of truncation: 
 

  verb navigate – derived adjective navigate-able 
 

On the assumption that in English words are derived from bases which are 
themselves words, rather than from “smaller” units such as roots or stems (such as 
navig-), the addition of certain suffixes such as -able or -ee (e.g., nominate – 
nominate-ee) requires that the base word be truncated.  
  

What is omitted from the base is not a sound segment or a syllable or any other 
kind of phonologically defined unit, but a unit that is close to being a morpheme 
itself (a part of the Latinate heritage of English).  When /eit/ is not such a quasi-
morpheme, it is never truncated, e.g. translate – translate-able / *translate-able. 
When /eit/ is such a quasi-morpheme, it is not always truncated either, e.g. 
truncate – truncate-able / *truncate-able.  
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In other cases, the reduction is only apparent;  morphologically, something is added 
to a base, but then phonological surface effects obliterate that something and 
perhaps more:  

  
    e.g.,  Hessian German Hont SG – Hon PL ‘Hund(e)’   

 morphology:  /hOnd/ SG – /hOnd-´/ PL  
 phonology: [hOnt] – [hOn], with final schwa and voiced consonant deleted, 
    whereas final voiceless consonants, here due to final devoicing,  
    resist deletion 

 
 
 
 
Also, in cases such as Russian kniga NOM.SG – knig GEN.PL ‘book’, the formal 
asymmetry is best seen as involving the addition of some morphological 
element (-a) to the paradigmatically basic or citation form of such nouns 
(NOM.SG), with GEN.PL receiving a zero exponent. 
 
 
 
The next two cases – from Koasati and French – are of a different nature. 
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Koasati (Muskogean, a North American family) verbal plural    
 SINGULAR   PLURAL     gloss 
a. Rhyme-Deletion 
 pitáf-fi-n    pít■■-li-n     ‘to slice up the middle’ 
 akocofót-li-n   akocóf■■-fi-n    ‘to jump down’ 
 tiwáp-li-n    tíw■■-wi-n     ‘to open s.t.’ 
 simát-li-n    sím■■-mi-n     ‘to cut up tanned skin’ 
 ataká:-li-n    aták■-li-n     ‘to hang something’ 
 albití:-li-n    albít■-li-n     ‘to place on top of’ 
 apołó:-ka-n    apół■-ka-n     ‘to sleep with someone’ 
b. Coda-Deletion 
 asikóp-li-n    asiko:■-li-n     ‘to breathe’ 
 łatóf-ka-n    łató:■-ka-n     ‘to melt’ 
 kacáł-łi-n    kacá:■-li-n     ‘to bite s.t.’ 

akapós-ka-n    akapó:■-ka-n    ‘to be pinched’ 
 

Source:  Horwood, Graham. 2001. Anti-faithfulness and subtractive morphology. roa.rutgers.edu/files/466-0901/466-0901-
HORWOOD-0-0.PDF 
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French (Italic, IE) adjectives, FEM vs. MASC gender (speech, not orthography!): 
 
petit  /pǝti/   petite  /pǝtit/  ‘little’ 
vert  /vεR/   verte  /vεRt/  ‘green’ 
grand /gRA‡/   grande  /gRA‡d/  ‘big’ 
blanc /blA‡/   blanche  /blA‡S/  ‘white’ 
gris  /gRi/   grise  /gRiz/  ‘grey’ 
doux /du/    douce  /dus/  ‘sweet’ 
heureux /PrP/   heureuse /PrPz/  ‘happy’ 
bon  /bO‡/    bonne  /bOn/  ‘good’ 
long  /lO‡/    longue  /lO‡g/   ‘long’ 
 

etc. 
 
 

Study these pairs of singular and plural verb forms in Koasati and of masculine and 
feminine adjective forms in French carefully.   
How would you go about learning the formal contrasts? 
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The simplest, most general rule here, for French, is this:   
Learn the feminine form, and form the masculine agreement form of the adjective 
from the corresponding feminine by dropping the final consonant, whatever its 
phonological identity (which therefore doesn’t need to be specified!).   
 
If the feminine were to be formed from the masculine, it would have to be specified 
for each adjective which particular consonant is to be added  
(/t/ for /pǝti/, /d/ for /gRA‡/, /S/ for /blA‡/, /z/ for /gRi/, /n/ for /bO‡/, etc.) – which would 
seem a more complex thing to do for a linguist (and for a learner to learn). 
 
But this is a complex matter:  there are arguments (ultimately probably persuasive) 
for taking the masculine as basic, despite the formal complications. 
 
In Koasati, a reductive analysis of plurals, with the singulars as basic/learnt has been 
argued for on analogous grounds:  it is simpler to omit the rhyme or coda part of the 
final syllable, whatever sound segments it consists of, than to specify which 
particular sounds to add with each particular verb. 
 

But again, the question is whether simplicity is the only argument to decide such 
issues:  the mental grammars of the speakers of such languages may well be able to 
put up with such complexity as an additive analysis would entail. 
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Probably the most convincing instances of genuinely reductive morphology which 
are not artefacts of theoretical analyses (over-)motivated by considerations of 
simplicity tiare (2SG) imperatives of verbs and vocatives of nouns. 
 
// examples to come // 
bare verb stem reduced by final C or final mora or something of the sort 
reference:  Werner Winter, Vocative and imperative 
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Modern Georgian truncated imperative: 
 
only 2SG  
in colloquial oral language 
only in combination with preverbs 
limited to certain semantic classes of high-frequency verbs (of vision, movement, 
common actions like taking, giving, putting) 
truncateable segments only (C)V:  de, di, vi, ne, ki, e,  
 
full form of IMP:  = indicative forms of aorist screeve 
 
da-ǯe       da-ǯe-ki 
PREVERB-sit 
‘sit down!’ 
 
[source:  Ketevany Gadiliya (Institute for Bible translation, Moscow), On some features 
of imperative in modern Georgian.  Online abstract] 
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4. (phonological) Modification of segments of the base 
 

a. consonantal 
 

e.g., voicing of final fricative in English: 
proof [pru…f] – to prove [pru…v] (VERBALISATION of noun),  

knife [naIf] – knive-s [naIvz] (PLURAL, modification plus addition of suffix) 
 

b. vocalic (often of the kind called Umlaut/metaphony in German) 
 

e.g., fronting of stem vowel in German (originally conditioned by i/j in the 
following syllable, now largely morphological): 
 

Mops – Möps-e, Garten – Gärten (PLURAL) 
 

 c. For the remarkable case of morphology by means of phonological  
modification of not only one, but of all relevant segments of the base,  
see the Appendix, briefly describing the “mutation” pattern of Kusunda, an 
isolate language of Nepal.  Glottalisation in Tlachichilco Tepehua, a 
Totonacan language of Mexico, seems to work similarly. 
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5. Suprasegmental modification of the base 
 

a. accent (stress/pitch)  
 

English a CONtrast – to conTRAST  VERBALISATION of noun (or is it the  
 other way round?),  
 many parallel cases:  record, permit, conflict, upset, address, discount,  
 produce, perfume, overlap, rebel (?), segment (?), ... 
 

Spanish hábl-o ‘I speak’ – habl-ó ‘he spoke’ 1SG PRESENT – 3SG PAST,  
 same suffix segment, but different stress behaviour of suffixes 
 

Russian slóv-a – slov-á  ‘word’ GEN.SG – NOM.PL, 
 same suffix segment, but different stress behaviour of suffixes 
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b. tone 
(H, L, M, F = high, low, mid, falling tone) 
 
Masaaba (Bantu, Niger-Congo) 
L   H  H    H   F  L 
aÜBoÜne    aÜBoÜne 

‘he saw just now’  ‘he saw at some time’ (IMMEDIATE – DISTANT PAST TENSE) 
 

Bandi (Mande, Niger-Congo) 
    L             H 
gwe    gwe 
‘he went’  ‘we went’  (3SG – 1PL SUBJECT) 
 

Maasai (Eastern Nilotic, Nilotic, Nilo-Saharan) 
     H M         M H 
en-tito   en-tito 
GENDER-girl  GENDER-girl  (ACCUSATIVE – NOMINATIVE CASE) 
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On the face of it, such segmental modifications seem rather different from 
concatenative-style morphology, as illustrated previously.  However, efforts have been 
made in the theoretical literature to analyse modifications as affixation: 
 

Akinlabi, Akinbiyi. 2011. Featural affixes. In Marc van Oostendorp et al. (eds.), 
Companion to phonology, 1945–1971. Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell. 

Hyman, Larry M. & William R. Leben. 2000. Suprasegmental processes. In Geert 
Booij, Christian Lehmann, & Joachim Mugdan (eds.), A handbook on inflection 
and word-formation, 587–594. Berlin: Walter de Gruyter. 

 
Ask yourself:  Why would one want to analyse a phonological modification as an 
affix? 
 

One possible reason:  phonological modifications affect particular segments at the left 
or right edge of or inside a base form;  affixes occur at the left or right edge of or inside 
a base form (prefixes, suffixes, infixes respectively);  hence the location of a 
modification could be “explained” as following from the location of an affix. 
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Also, there are cases where genuinely segmental affixations on the surface, after the 
working of integrative phonology, appear as subsegmental phonological modifications. 
 
Example: 
Bavarian German heilig /"ha•Ilig/ ‘holy’, basic form – heilig-(e)n, with the plural suffix 
assimilating to stem-final /g/ and with /gN/ further reduced to /N/, and thus with the 
PLURAL exponent surfacing as the feature NASAL added to the stem-final velar, 
["ha•IliN]. 
 

(Such non-transparent morphology is surveyed in Plank 1985.  See further our chapter on 
Morphology–Phonology interactions, soon to come.) 

 
The question then is whether all featural modifications can plausibly be analysed as 
affixations.  But let’s leave this challenging question for Morphology II or III. 
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6. Replacement of segments of the base (Ablaut/apophony etc.) 
 

Unlike No. 4, these cannot be accounted for phonologically, or only historically so. 
 

English, and similarly all Germanic languages   
  foot – feet, mouse – mice (PLURAL)                     (historically Umlaut)  
  sing – sang – sung (PAST – RESULTATIVE PARTICIPLE)               (Ablaut) 
 

Classical Arabic, and similarly all Semitic languages with characteristic  
“root-and-pattern” morphology  
   k-t-b   a triliteral purely consonantal root (C-C-C), 
      whose meaning is abstract (here to do with writing) 
      realised in a range of patterns, differing in vowels  
      and their positions, such as these:   

kaatab  ‘he has written’ 
kutib   ‘it has been written’ 
kitaab   ‘book’ 
kaatib   ‘writer’ 
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Morphology of this kind has been referred to as “non-concatenative” – and it is 
indeed difficult to see how it could be assimilated to the pattern of segments (or 
perhaps also featural affixes) being added before or preferably after bases. 
Here the two (or more) morphological constituent parts are genuinely intertwined. 
 
This style of morphology has been assumed not to be very frequent across the 
languages of the world.  But this is perhaps underestimating its incidence. 
 
Also, if we were to investigate the history of morphology, the origin of such 
exponents intertwined with their bases would be a harder nut to crack than affixes 
added at the edges of base forms.   
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7. Reordering of segments of the base (Metathesis) 
 

English (Germanic, Indo-European) 
ORDINAL from cardinal numeral, plus suffix:  three — thir-d  
but this is unique and not a regular pattern:  four – four-th / *frou-th 
  nor, with different categories:   free – free-d / *feer-d  PAST tense of 
verb 
 

Klallam (Northern Straits Salish, NW coast of N America) 
CCV     CVC, for ACTUALIS 
čkwú-t  ‘shoot’   čúkw-t  ‘be at shooting’  
pkwǝ-t ‘smoke’   pǝkw-t ‘be at smoking’  
qq’í-t ‘tie up’   qíq’-t ‘be at tying up’  

 

Usually metathesis is phonology, often only diachronic phonology rather than 
regular productive synchronic phonology (cf. German Ross, English horse);   
metathesis to regularly express morphological distinctions is very rare. 
It would seem to presuppose a great uniformity of the phonological shape of 
relevant basic forms (which in Klallam are always CCV). 
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Read up on metathesis:  http://metathesisinlanguage.osu.edu/default.cfm 
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http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f2/Klallam_men_in_western_clothes_on_beach.jpg  
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8. Replacement of the base in its entirety (Suppletion) 
 

  bad – worse (POSITIVE – COMPARATIVE),  
I – me – we – us (SUBJECT – OBJECT CASE, SINGULAR – PLURAL),  
one – first (CARDINAL – ORDINAL numerals), 

  go – went (=wend-t, like bent, sent ...) (PRESENT – PAST), 
  bring – brought (=brough-t) (PRES – PAST) (but part of stem remains), 
  that – those (SG –PLURAL) (th-at – th-ose: if th- is the stem, it remains); 
  Feuerwehr-mann – Feuerwehr-leute (SG – PLURAL, or COLLECTIVE). 
 
 
A useful information source for suppletion: http://www.smg.surrey.ac.uk/Suppletion/ 
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Waskia (Madang, Papua-New Guinea) 
  /asi-/     ‘give (me)’ 

/kisi-/    ‘give (you SG)’ 
/tuiy- ~ tuw-/   ‘give (him/her)’ 
/idi-/    ‘give (to several: us, you PL, them)’ 
 

Sounds/looks suppletive, different verb forms with different recipient persons/numbers.   
But where exactly is the stem ‘give’ which supposedly suppletes, depending on person  and 
number of the recipient as expressed through prefixes or proclitics?  -(C)i?   
For languages of the Madang family, the stem ‘give’, or one of the stems expressing  this 
meaning, has been claimed to be actually zero.  

  

Amele: 

ut-ec  3SG-INF  'to give to him/her'  
ih-ec  2SG-INF  'to give to you SG' 
it-ec  1SG-INF  'to give to me'    
al-ec  2/3DU-INF  'to give to you/them two'  
il-ec  1DU-INF  'to give to us two'   
ad-ec 2/3PL-INF  'to give to you/them PL'   
ig-ec  1PL-INF  'to give to us PL'    
 

(Cf. Roberts, John R. 1998. GIVE in Amele. In John Newman (ed.), The linguistics of giving, 1-33. 
Amsterdam: Benjamins.) 
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Virtually all lexemes affected by suppletion (and suppletion is the most 
irregular sort of morphology conceivable, the ultimate horror for the language 
learner!) are high-frequency items.   
 
(There is a rare case, in a Daghestanian language, Archi, where the plural of a 
noun meaning ‘corner of a sack’ is suppletive, boždo, vs. SG bič’ni:  with such a 
meaning, such a noun is unlikely to be a high-frequency word – unless it also 
has other meanings, such as ‘knee’, a body-part likely to be mentioned more 
frequently than sacks and their corners.)   
 
Is this connection of suppletion with frequency a surprise or precisely what 
you’d expect?  (Consider how you would learn suppletion if suppletive words 
were infrequent.) 

 
 
 
 
END OF SURVEY OF EXPONENT TYPES 
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I have had nothing to say on the expression of morphology in sign language. 
 

Here are some references, to make up for this omission: 
 

Aronoff Mark, Irit Meir, & Wendy Sandler. 2000. Universal and particular aspects of 
sign language morphology. University of Maryland Working Papers in Linguistics 
10. 1-34. 

Aronoff, Mark, Irit Meir, Carol Padden, & Wendy Sandler. 2004. Morphological 
universals and the sign language type. Yearbook of Morphology 2004, 19-39. 

Aronoff, Mark, Irit Meir, & Wendy Sandler. 2005. The paradox of sign language 
morphology. Language 81. 301-344. 

Bellugi, Ursula & Edward S. Klima. 1982. The acquisition of three morphological 
systems in American Sign Language. Papers and Reports on Child Language 
Development 21. 1-35.  

Johnston, Trevor. 2001. Nouns and verbs in Australian Sign Language: An open and shut 
case? Journal of Deaf Studies and Deaf Education 6. 233-257. 

Johnston, Trevor & Adam Schembri. 2007. Australian Sign Language (Auslan). 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. (Ch. 5: Morphology: Sign formation and 
modification.) 
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Klima, Edward S. & Ursula Bellugi, with Robin Battison et al. 1979. The signs of 
language. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press. (Ch. 12: The structured use 
of space and movement: Morphological processes.) 

Pfau, Roland & Markus Steinbach. 2006. Pluralization in sign and speech: A cross-
modal typological study. Linguistic Typology 10. 135-182. 

Pfau, Roland, Markus Steinbach & Bencie Woll (eds.). 2012. Sign language: An 
international handbook. Berlin: De Gruyter Mouton.  (Part II: Morphology) 

Schuit, Joke. 2007. The typological classification of sign language morphology. MA 
thesis, Universiteit van Amsterdam. 
www.uva.nl/binaries/content/documents/personalpages/s/c/j.../asset  
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A further parameter of exponent typology: 
SEPARATIVE vs. CUMULATIVE exponence 
 

To illustrate from English (and more to come later, in “Morphological Typology”): 
 

SEPARATIVE  
-s  PLURAL        as in (the) cat-s 
 no further category expressed other than NUMBER 
 

CUMULATIVE  
-s  3RD PERSON SUBJECT,      as in (she) save-s 

SINGULAR NUMBER SUBJECT,  
PRESENT TENSE,  
INDICATIVE MOOD 
i.e., terms of several categories are expressed at the same time, with no possibility of 
further segmenting the exponent so that one segment would express one category. 
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Demonstration that -s really expresses (terms of) these four categories – PERSON, 
NUMBER, TENSE, MOOD – through four-way contrasts: 
 

1st and 2nd PERSON (vs. 3rd) SINGULAR in INDICATIVE PRESENT:   
I/you save-Ø; 

3rd PERSON PLURAL (vs. SINGULAR) NUMBER in INDICATIVE PRESENT:   
they save-Ø;  

3SG (INDICATIVE) in PAST (vs. PRESENT) TENSE:   
she save-d;  

3SG PRESENT in SUBJUNCTIVE and IMPERATIVE (vs. INDICATIVE) MOOD:   
God save the queen; someone save me! 
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In terms of form–meaning matching (remember from an earlier lecture): 
 

F     Cumulation (cumulative exponence) 
 
      Grm -e Sbj:3SG.PRETERITE in verb inflection 
M1  –  M2    Lat -mini Sbj:2PL.IND.PRES.PASSIVE in verb inflection 
      Engl -s Sbj:3SG.IND.PRES in verb inflection 
 
 
 

F1 – F2    Extension (extended exponence) 
 
      Lat mo-mord-i   
 M           PERF-bite-1SG.IND.PERF.ACT 
      Grm ge-schau-t 
               PARTICIPLEII-look-PARTICIPLEII 
      Grm Ge-birg-e 
        COLLECTIVE-mountain-COLLECTIVE 
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Homework: 
 
1. What about the (Saxon) genitive and singular/plural in Modern English? 
 

e.g. 
these oxens’tails 
these mice’s tails 
these children’s parents 
these cats’ tails 
 
Attempt a morphological analysis.   
Are genitive case and plural number expressed separately or cumulatively? 
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2. How does the alternation of stem vowels in this example of a German verb 
participate in expressing the verb’s inflectional categories?  In particular, is the stem 
vowel alternation cumulative, simultaneously expressing more than one category? 
 
(ich) spreche  sprach 
(er)  spricht  sprach 
(du)  sprichst  sprachst 
(wir) sprechen sprachen 
(sie)  sprechen sprachen 
(ihr) sprecht  spracht 
  sprich! 
  sprecht!  
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Appendix 
"Mutation" in Kusunda:  morphology through segmental modification across all  
relevant segments in words to be inflected. 
 
 

Kusunda is spoken by semi-nomadic hunter-gatherers in central and mid-western 
Nepal – an endangered language, but wrongly believed to be extinct.   
 

It is an isolate language (though variously conjectured to be Tibeto-Burman, Munda, 
or, rather fantastically, "Indo-Pacific"), and shows relatively little influence from 
neighbouring Tibeto-Burman and Indo-Aryan.  
 

More on Kusunda here:  http://kusunda.linguistics.anu.edu.au/project.php 
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http://images.nationmaster.com/images/motw/middle_east_and_asia/nepal_ethnic_80.jpg
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PHONOLOGY 
 

vowels 

HIGH  i  u 
     ə 

LOW  e  o 
     a 
 

consonants 

 LABIAL  p pʰ b bʰ    m 
 APICAL t tʰ d dʰ s  ts n l r 
 LAMINAL       (tʃ) (ɲ) 

VELAR  k kʰ ɡ ɡʰ x? ɣ?  ŋ 
UVULAR q qʰ ɢ(ˤ)  (χ)   ɴ 
GLOTTAL ʔ 
 

alveolar nasal in sequences  /na/ is realised as palatal [ɲa] when  the following 
consonant is uvular 
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MORPHOLOGY 
 

"marked" morphological categories of verb inflection – in particular IRREALIS vis-à-vis 
REALIS, TRANSITIVE/CAUSATIVE vis-à-vis INTRANSITIVE, and DEPENDENCE (subordination to 
particular types of main verbs) vis-à-vis INDEPENDENCE with a subset of Class I verbs 
(high frequency verbs like 'go' and come') – are expressed through a shift of all vowels 
in the word concerned from HIGH to LOW and of all consonants back by one place of 
articulation:  
 
 UNMARKED    MARKED 

(i) REALIS (tense/mood)  IRREALIS 

nu  n-əɡ-ən    nu  ɲ-aɢˤ-an    
you  2-go-REALIS   YOU  2-go-IRREALIS 
'you (SG) went'   'you (SG) are going' 
 

tsi  ts-əɡ-ən    tsi  tʃ-aɢˤ-an    
I  1-go-REALIS    I  1-go-IRREALIS 
'I went'     'I am going' 
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compare a non-mutating verb of Class I: 
 

tsi  t-əm-ən    tsi  t-əm-du    
I  1-eat-REALIS   I  1-eat-IRREALIS.SG 
'I ate'     'I will eat' 
 

(ii) INTRANSITIVE (diathesis) TRANSITIVE/CAUSATIVE 
 

dzuŋ-dzi    dzoɴ-a-dzi 
hang-PRES    hang-CAUS-PRES 
'it hangs'    'he hangs it' 

 
(iii) INDEPENDENT    DEPENDENT CLAUSE 
 

       nən-da  ɲ-aɢˤ-an  e-g-i 
       you-ACC  2-go-SUBORD  give-3-PAST 
       'he let you go' 
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Source: 
Watters, David E., with Yogendra P. Yadava, Madhav P. Pokharel, & Balaram Prasain. 
2006. Notes on Kusunda grammar: A language isolate of Nepal. Himalayan Linguistics 
Archive 3. 1–182.  
http://www.linguistics.ucsb.edu/HimalayanLinguistics/grammars/HLA03.html 
 

 

Possible analogue (mentioned by Watters et al. 2006: 68, with reference to J. K. Watters 
1987):  
 

In Tlachichilco Tepehua, a Totonacan language of Mexico, 2nd person subject 
agreement in verbs is marked by glottalising all glottalisable consonants: 
 

 p, t, ts, tʃ, k, and q —>  p’, t’, ts’, tʃ,’, k’, and ʔ, respectively. 
 

Watters, James K. 1987. Underspecification, multiple tiers, and Tepehua phonology. In 
A. Bosch, B. Need, & E. Schiller (eds.), Papers from the 23rd annual regional meeting of the 
Chicago Linguistic Society, part 2: Parassession on autosegmental and metrical phonology, 388–
402. Chicago: Chicago Linguistic Society.  


